ANALYSIS CHART OF SPECIAL QUESTIONNAIRE RELATING TO CITIZENS OF JAPANESE
ANCESTRY WHO MAKE APPLICATION FOR VOLUNTARY INDUCTION INTO THE ARMY OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR SERVICE WITH THE COMBAT TEAM.

Question 1. Name--If first name is anglicized and Japanese given name
is no longer used--(1 point in favor). If Japanese given name is still used
(1 point against).

Question 3. If place of birth is in Japan, rejection must be made
since only citizens are eligible.

Question 7. If a registered voter--(1 point in favor). If registered
in first national election subsequent to his coming of age (here see date of
birth)--(1 point in favor). If registered in the Communist Party, rejection
must be made.

Question 8. If married and wife is American citizen--(1 point in favor).
If citizen of Japan--(1 point against).

Question 9. If father born in Japan--No score. If father born in United
States--(1 point in favor). If mother born in Japan--No score. If mother born
in United States--(1 point in favor).

Question 11. If a relative is in U.S. military service and a volunteer--
(2 points in favor). If in the U.S. military service and a selectee--(1 point
in favor.) If father has been interned, refer case to an officer.

Question 12. If parents are in Japan--(3 points against). If brothers
or sisters in Japan--(2 points against). Brothers are of more influence than
sisters. Collateral relatives in Japan--(1 point against). If collateral
relatives are in Japanese military service--(2 points against).
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Question 13. If subject attended Japanese Kindergarten—(1 point against). If subject attended American grade school—(no score). If subject attended Japanese language school—(1 point against)—Length of time here is very important. If he continued language school while in high school, it shows less Americanization than if he told parents he now didn’t have enough time to go. Also in the higher grades he gets more Shinto-Yamato race instruction. If subject attended American high school—(1 point in favor). If subject attended American University or College—(1 point in favor). If subject has had R.O.T.C.—(2 points in favor). If subject has had Gunji Kyoren—reject him. If subject has had post-graduate work in Japan—(1 point against).

However, if subject has had all his grade school, high school, and college work in the United States and has had but one year’s post-graduate work in Japan—(1 point in favor)—he should be sufficiently educated to be disgusted with Japan and normally is. If applicant has resided in Japan for six months or more over the age of 12, refer to an officer, if he resided in Japan while of military age (between 16 and over) and denies military training or Gunji Kyoren, refer to an officer (Note by CCP: He’s a d____ liar, Gunji Kyoren starts in Middle School—age 15 or 16 and over—compulsory military service starts at 20 and is for 2 years.)

Question 14. If subject has traveled to Japan once—(1 point against). If subject has traveled to Japan twice—(2 points against). If subject has traveled to Japan three or more times—reject him. If subject has traveled extensively to Japan or elsewhere for semi-official firms (such as Mitsubishi
or a Mitsui firm)—reject him. If subject traveled by Japanese naval tanker—reject him. If subject traveled by Japanese ship—(1 point against). If subject traveled by Allied ship—(1 point in favor).

Question 15. If subject worked for a semi-official firm such as Mitsubishi or Mitsui organization—(2 points against him). Fisherman—(1 point against him). Licensed amateur radio operator—(2 points against him). If a sea-going radio operator, reject him. Hotel owner or operator—(1 point against him). Taxi driver—(1 point against him). Importing and exporting business—(1 point against him). Merchant marine—(1 point against him). Agriculture (includes truck farms)—(1 point for him). Miner—(zero). Steel foundry, automobile, heavy machinery—(1 point against him). Steamship line—(1 point against him). Newspaper man for American Japanese newspapers or periodicals—(2 points against him). If for Japanese newspaper or periodical published in Japan—(3 points against him). Employed by Japanese governmental agency—reject him. Japanese language school instructor—(3 points against him).


Question 17. Membership in the Japanese-American Citizenship League—(2 points in favor). Membership in any of the attached lists of Japanese organizations (he shouldn't belong to these if he's a Nisei)—reject him, especially Heimusha Kai and Dai Nippon Butoku Kai. If a member of a Kudo, Judo, or Kendo club—(1 point against him). If a member of two such clubs—(3 points against him). If a member of a Japanese correspondents association—(2 points against him). If a member of the CIO—(1 point against).
Question 18. Facility in reading Japanese--(2 points against him); Speaking Japanese--zero. No knowledge of Japanese--(2 points in favor). If subject speaks a foreign language other than Japanese--(1 point in favor).

Question 19. If interested in Kudo, Judo, or Kendo--(1 point against him). If high Judo--Best to reject him. Judo instructor--reject. If sport is typically American--(1 point in favor). If sport is typically Japanese--(1 point against him). If hobby is collecting anything--this is not too good--(1 point against him). If hobby is photography or radio--(1 point against him).

Question 21. If subject has a substantial investment in Japan--reject him. If subject has purchased yen since 1935--reject him.

Question 23. If subject has made contributions to Japanese organizations on attached list--normally means membership, should reject him. If Japanese organization is connected with the Army or Navy of Japan--reject him. To Red Cross or cultural groups of Japan--(1 point against him). If subject has made contributions to American organizations--(1 point in favor). If he has purchased comfort kits for personnel of Japanese Army or Navy--this was done by Heimsha Kai and normally means he's a member, so reject him.

Question 24. If subject reads American magazines and periodicals--(1 point in favor). If subject reads Japanese publications--(1 point against him). If subject reads Japanese Army or Navy journals--Nobody ever admitted so don't know whether evaluation is any good, probably he should be rejected--(3 points against him.) If "Pacific Citizen" is included in American periodicals (this is JACL publication)--(1 point in favor).

Question 25. If birth registered with Japanese Consulate--(1 point against him). If application for cancellation of registration--(2 points in favor).
Question 26. If subject has applied for repatriation to Japan--reject him.

Question 27. If subject is unwilling to serve--reject him.

Question 28. If subject does not swear unqualified allegiance to the United States--reject him.

* Question 3. If applicant was born in or is from the Territory of Hawaii and is presently located at one of the relocation centers in Arkansas--reject him. A few families of internees were moved from the Islands to Jerome or Rohwer--normally they're a pretty bad lot.
CADRE:

1. MID Check

2. Identification Facts From AGO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>ASN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date and place of birth
Last Civilian address prior to entering Army.
Last Employer and address before entering Army.

3. FBI & ONI Checks--Send forms for these checks to Major Broadbent. These forms will be filled out with information of #2. If forms come back all clear, forget about them, if derogatory information turns up, refer to Lt. Sutherland or Lt. Pierce. Over a period of 10 days, give 50 names a day to Major Broadbent for expediting; after that, let them follow ordinary procedure.

PERSONNEL:

Officers:

Lt. Pierce
Lt. Sutherland
Ensign Laird
Ensign Gorham

Civilians:

Garnette Lynch
Rita M. Smith
Leota Nelson
Clata Thompson (For Cadre only)
Mary Grimm (AG 201's)
Miss Richter
FILLERS:

OUTSIDE THE CAMPS:

I. Four copies of Form 304A will come to us.

1. Evaluation in accordance with the Analysis Chart.
   a. If a score of over 15 against, give to an officer.
   b. If O.K., the reviewer will (on original) write in upper right hand corner "O.K." and initial.

2. MID check (Record Section)

3. Distribution: DSS-304A

   Send one copy to ONI and one copy to FBI. Use one of copies as tickler. When checks come back with "Nothing Derogatory", stamp "Approved" and send original to Selective Service National Headquarters, 21st & C Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C., and our copy to Record Section (also marked "Approved").

   If any derogatory information developed by the check, refer to an officer.

INSIDE CAMPS:

I. We will receive: two copies of Form 304A
   two copies of Form DSS 165
   two copies of Form DSS 154
   two copies of Form WRA 126A
   four copies of form WRA 26

1. Evaluation—same as on those outside camps—by analysis chart.

2. MID check.

3. Other Checks: WRA, FBI, & ONI

   Send one copy of form 126A to War Relocation Authority, Barr Building, Washington, D.C., Attention: Mr. Robert Frase—(they have checked FBI in a lot of cases and can possibly give us some information). (Send other copy of 126A to Record Section if accepted).

   Send a copy of form WRA 26 to ONI and a copy to FBI for record checks; also one copy (carbon) to Mr. Frase. 910 17th St, N.W.

Accepted:

When the checks come back, if O.K., mark "Accepted" on both original and duplicate of 304A and send to National Hqs, Selective Service the original. At the same time send to Selective Service both copies of DSS 165 and both copies of DSS 154 and enter name and address on roster.
After distribution, we have on hand one copy of DSS 304A, one copy 126A and one copy WRA 26; these will be marked "Accepted" and sent to Record Section.

For those individuals in War Relocation Authority Centers, send a copy of Accepted Roster to Lt. Joseph Hughes, Room 1824, Munitions Building.

Not Accepted:

In case the subject is not accepted, stamp on original DSS 304A "Not Accepted" and send to Selective Service, carbon copy to Record Section. We will destroy the 154's and 165's. The extra WRA 26 will be stamped "Not Accepted" and, together with everything else left over, sent to Lt. J. Hughes. One form WRA 126A will be stamped "Not Accepted" and sent to Mr. Frase.

If rejection occurs during the evaluation, anything left over will be sent to Hughes. If rejection occurs after record checks, certain forms will have been used, so after sending one form to Mr. Frase, we will send everything left over to Hughes (154 & 165 destroyed).

WRA 26

QUOTAS:

As soon as quota is filled for any camp, the evaluation of questionnaires on the camp will be delayed for at least a week, until we find that we have 3,000 in the Army, then copy of roster of "Accepted" individuals will be sent to Lt. J. Hughes and files left over will be sent to Lt. Hughes.

Roster--A list of men accepted will have to be kept--11, one for each camp and one for outside the camps. Number the names on the rosters.

TRANSMISSION TO SELECTIVE SERVICE:

In cases where persons are marked acceptable, transmittal will be made by messenger to Major S.C. Parker, Room _____, Selective Service Hqrs. The forms will be separated as to Relocation Centers and to Board of Delivery where necessary.